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You mean an RTO is coming to life in the Northwest?
A string of meetings of Grid West’s
regional representatives group (RRG)
culminated Wednesday with agreement that
the proposed RTO’s bylaws are ready for
prime time. After a long stretch of
inactivity under the name RTO West, the
move to create an independent grid
operator in the West gained lots of
momentum as the RRG — a collection of
Grid West stakeholders — hashed out a
plan the group believes can pass muster
with the Bonneville Power Authority (BPA)
and other stakeholders.

The governance documents are broken
into developmental bylaws to get Grid West
established and operational bylaws once it’s
up and running.

Over the next three months BPA is to
do a due diligence review of both

documents, Bud Krogh, coordinator for
Grid West, told RT Friday.

That review is not just internal within
BPA, noted Krogh, but with BPA’s
customers, the Northwest Congressional
delegation and states in the region.

At the end of the review, Grid West
faces what it calls “decision point one.”

If all goes as planned, the bylaws will
be accepted as “good enough” to move
forward with development and picking
members for a developmental board,
probably in the spring.

BPA hired the National Academy for
Public Administration (NAPA) to review the
bylaws — and see whether they strike the
essential balance between independence for
the board of directors and regional
accountability, Krogh observed.

While that’s going on, Grid West folks
will be busy with lots of outreach and
educational activities throughout the
Northwest with groups such as the
Business Roundtable, various Rotary
groups, utility commission advisory
committees, marketers, tribal authorities
and editorial boards, noted Krogh.

A risk-reward analysis group will be
busy with a cost/benefit analysis of the
bylaws — working out ways to solve
problems such as pancaked-rates and re-
dispatch costs, he added.

Grid West’s Transmission Services
Liaison Group (TSLG) is teamed up with a
firm called the Structure Group — winner of
an RFP for help on the technical side
including gathering data on costs other ISOs
and RTOs faced at start-up, Krogh added.

What happened to NEMA in Chicago?
Marketers’ leadership last week drew from
its executive committee an understanding
on what NEMA goals should be.

Thirty-five top CEOs and experts who
comprise the top leadership team met to
pick the national executive committee team.

What should be NEMA’s goal be for
the post-transition marketplace?

Utilities’ exit from the merchant
function is the key.   Otherwise the
consumer can never get a fair deal, they
agreed.

Consumers are never informed
because utilities hide commodity losses
and recover them at a later date obscuring
the true value of what the customer is
buying.

The consumer often pays twice for
the same services.

For example, if a buyer shops for

power today, they may get an exit fee for
leaving and may pay for services they
don’t use even after leaving the system.

Competitive retail markets can’t
happen with the incumbent competing
with marketers — and large and small
marketers agreed that that’s what NEMA
leaders have to try to fix.

It’s not fair or reasonable for retail
competitors to try to compete with
utilities whose prices are subsidized.

Where a utility sells at a fixed price
it’s only fixed for a moment in time since
the utility can go to the PUC and ask for
more.

No marketer can go back to a
customer and ask for more money.

Marketers are ready, willing and able
to take that risk themselves and some are
selling one-year and even five-year

supply accords protecting the buyer, said
Craig Goodman, NEMA president.

A marketer who protects his customer
from risks of the marketplace can’t
compete successfully with a utility that
sticks the buyer with the buying risk
unknowingly.

A marketer has to buy with great care
and sell with skill.  A utility needs skill only
in its handling of the government
employees who are often careless in what
they let the utility get away with.

Utility customers are taking all of the
commodity losses and have to pay them
over time so they don’t know they’re
doing it.

Getting the utility completely out of the
marketplace — as in the Georgia gas
market — provides the only chance of a
successful market, NEMA leaders agreed.

S&P edgy about California power supply outlook, grid
While California’s power markets are
markedly more stable than they were just a
few years ago, the potential exists for a
reversal, Standard & Poor’s cautioned.

Threats of renewed instability stem
from grid limitations and the possibility that
existing generation may not be adequate to
meet demand over the long term, the
ratings agency explained.

The California ISO is in the midst of an
initiative, Market Design 2002 (MD02), to
revise the way electric markets within the
state operate, S&P wrote in Makeover for

California’s Power Markets.
The grid operator plans to modify

market rules to encourage grid
development in constrained areas and to
ensure that existing and planned grid
assets are allocated equitably and yield
reasonable power prices over the long
term.

Major elements of the ISO’s initiative
include an automated mitigation procedure
(AMP) that automatically lowers bids
offered in markets showing indications
that market power is being exercised.

Revised pricing mechanisms —
including adding a day-ahead energy market
and locational marginal pricing (LMP) for
congestion management — play key roles,
too.

The ISO has high hopes for easing
prices by replacing zonal pricing with a
nodal regime, but the PUC has raised
questions about that system’s efficacy, the
ratings agency said.

A further complication, S&P noted,
California ISO’s markets account for only a
small portion of the state’s power supply,
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but many factors critical to the utilities’
credit quality are under the PUC’s purview
— providing long-term certainty that
regulated utilities can recover purchased
power and fuel costs, ensuring resource
adequacy, authorizing grid upgrades and
looking after interconnection access for
merchant generators.

Big disagreements continue on
whether the ISO’s proposals will cut costs
and bolster stability.

Some comments filed with the grid
operator reflect worries that its proposals
may simply add layers of complexity and

AEP finds real value
of Texas plants: American Electric
Power’s Texas Central subsidiary
completed the sale of 3,813 mw of
generating assets to a joint venture of
Sempra Energy Partners and Carlyle/
Riverstone Global Energy & Power
Fund.  The price was $430 million
before adjustments.  Proceeds go to
repay debt.  In 2001 the combined
book value of the assets -- eight gas-
fired plants, one coal facility and a
hydro plant — was about $266 million.
The deal was part of AEP’s plan to sell
all of Texas Central’s generation to
figure market value for calculating
stranded costs.

Allegheny picks
Mirant generator: Allegheny
Energy picked a former Mirant
executive, John Campbell, to head its
electric generation unit, Allegheny
Energy Supply.  Campbell, who most
recently was responsible for Mirant’s
worldwide generation portfolio,
previously served as managing director
for coal-fired generation at Reliant
Energy.

Reliability meets (non-
political) fireworks:  Fireworks
can trigger wildfires that in turn
threaten lives, property and high-
voltage transmission lines warned the
California ISO Friday — calling for
people to take care with barbeques,
campfires and any other outdoor
wildfire-risk activities.  “It doesn’t take
much for a wildfire to impact the
power grid,” said the ISO’s Jim
Detmers, interim COO.  Smoke can
foul the insulators on high-voltage lines

and cause short circuits.

Park Service fuel cell
is troubled unit: A propane-
fueled, 5-kw solid oxide fuel cell at the
National Park Service visitor center at
Exit Glacier, near Seward, Alaska was
shut down — only seven days after its
May 28 inauguration — restarted and
then shut down again, possibly due to
problems with reforming propane into
hydrogen, reported Petroleum News.
Boston-based Acumentrics built the
system — with some DOE funding —
and attributed the first shut-down to
pipes that cracked during shipping.
The model was originally designed to
run on natural gas and although one
ran on propane at Fairbanks Natural
Gas for about 7,000 hours, the fuel is
suspected to be the culprit.

BPL trial halted by
opponents: Amateur radio operators
brought an early end to an Alliant
Energy BPL pilot in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa that started March 30, reported
the American Radio Relay League — a
national membership association for
amateur radio enthusiasts and long-
time BPL foe.  The trial was to last
through the summer but was killed
June 25 when ARRL filed a complaint
with the FCC in support of local ham
radio operators complaining of
interference.  The complaint was a
factor, said Alliant, but the trial failed to
meet objectives “ahead of schedule,”
the report quoted an Alliant
representative.  Alliant’s stated goal of
discovering what issues a real-world
deployment might face was
accomplished.  Regulatory uncertainty
was a factor, said Alliant.

cost, S&P pointed out.
This “chasm” between ISO hopes for

its design undertaking and some market
participants’ assessments could affect the
credit quality of municipal utilities and
IOUs in the state if their financial
performance suffers under operational and
cost uncertainties, S&P explained.

Even within the ISO discord was
reported on its strategic direction and the
ultimate shape of MD02 citing the
departure of Terry Winter as CEO.

Gov Arnold Schwarzenegger’s views
will play an important role too, S&P noted.

Boston Consulting
favors offshore

call centers
When a highly respected global consulting
firm in April predicted US firms that don’t
move facilities offshore fast, risk
extinction — the press seemed to ignore
it.

Thus wrote the Washington Post
Friday — digging up a chilling Boston
Consulting Group report on “offshoring”
— sending operations overseas to India,
China and elsewhere to find educated,
cheap labor.

BCG is trusted by many of the US’s
top corporations and is used for reports
on energy markets but news agencies
seemed to miss or not care about a the
firm’s report Capturing Global Advantage.

The report predicted successful US
firms will ask themselves what facilities to
keep at home — not which to shift
overseas, said the Post.

The report combined a long list of
reasons why offshoring is essential for
competitiveness — attempting to rebut
common arguments against it such as
rising pay rates in China and India
offsetting the benefits.

If wages rise 8% in China and 2% in
the US — by 2009 the average hourly
wage in China of $1.30 will compete with
the US’s $25.30, said the report.

Perhaps most unsettling was the
feedback on the US workforce.

Confidential interviews BCG had with
executives at its client firms revealed the
belief that high-paid US workers at the
best plants in the West can’t match the
quality levels possible from low paid
workers abroad, said the report.

BCG doesn’t predict doom and gloom
for the US economy — workers will find
different types of jobs and allow new
industries to be created — it’s the firms
that snooze that are at risk.

More info available from BCG at
301-664-7400 or by visiting
www.bcg.com.

Utilities may be doing back to basics
but Fitch Ratings reports that some
investors worry that the BTBs are likely to
get back into risky business as balance
sheets improve.

Ask Ellen Lapson.
She wrote in Fitch’s Global Power

Quarterly that “virtually all efforts by
utility managements in the United States in
the past two decades to earn exceptional
returns or achieve unusually high earnings
growth have had the very opposite effect,
resulting in losses instead of income and
destroying capital rather than building it.”

http://www.bcg.com
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MISO completes NERC assignments for reliability
The Midwest ISO has done what NERC
asked to bolster reliability in the wake of the
Aug 14 blackout thus advancing MISO’s
goal of becoming the premier RTO.

MISO provides wholesale electric
power to 15 states and one Canadian
province.

Meanwhile DOE and NERC are
creating a database to make sure the 46
recommendations get carried out.

In MISO the completed actions
include putting in a powerful computer
program — the State Estimator — to
monitor reliability via a “what-if”
simulator.

The Estimator evaluates the health of
the system by simulating grid response to
equipment failures.

A math formula quickly digests raw
data from tens of thousands of points
along the grid looking for events that
could compromise reliability.

The program is believed to make
control room operators less dependent on
grid monitoring, MISO said.

As operating situations dictate,
operators can narrow their views to see
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smaller and smaller segments of the
system to better identify specific
problems.

Thus coordinators get to see data
in real-time reading reactive power
values, voltage profiles and outage
indicators.

MISO now has more formal ways of
communicating between the grid
operator and the many control rooms of
members and adjoining reliability
coordinators.

The RTO — like the others — was
created to prevent self dealing by grid
owners in moving power but to beat that
rule each of the three dozen or so grids is
allowed to dispatch its own power.

Why?
An earlier FERC — in a weak-

minded moment — OK’d that silly order
and learned to regret it Aug 14.

NERC wanted MISO to clarify
command authority between MISO, its
many control areas and adjacent
reliability councils to avoid the potential
for inaction by unclear lines of
authority.

Time is running out to register:

Building Liquidity Now!
LIVE INTERACTIVE

AUDIO CONFERENCE
See page four for details
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Time is running out to register!

Building liquidity now!
 90-minute live interactive audioconference

Friday July 9th at 12:00 PM (Eastern)
Energy trading is coming back.

Every big utility CEO knows that there’s no money in back to basics and as the cloud over
the industry begins to pass the trend gathers steam.

An example is TXU’s new CEO John Wilder taking over TXU with a splashy announcement
of a joint venture with Credit Suisse First Boston to build an independent national energy
trading entity, the first IOU lunging away from back to basics since the Enron crash.

Given the credit crunch, Wilder senses a need for smaller and mid-size utilities and merchant
generators to find trading partners.

And another is Michael Morris, AEP CEO telling an EEI financial conference recently in New York:

“We as an industry need to trade electricity.  It is going to happen.  We
have excess generation.  What are we going to do with it?”

But what about liquidity?  What about credit jumpiness?  Join our expert panel for a live,
interactive audio conference on the return to liquidity and you’ll learn answers to these
questions and be able to ask the panelists your own:

• As the energy trading market is restored, how will liquidity be addressed?

EXPERT SPEAKERS

• William Hederman, director of FERC’s
Office of Market Oversight &
Investigations, is charged with keeping
wholesale energy markets honest.  For him,
boosting confidence in markets is a
commitment.

• Robert Levin, senior vice president research
at the New York Mercantile Exchange, is
widely respected for his knowledge of
markets.

• Robert Hayes of Trade Spark (Cantor
Fitzgerald) is a veteran electronic broker with
special insight into trading issues.

• Becky Kilbourne, marketing and regulatory
affairs executive of the North American
Energy Credit & Clearing, is devoted to risk
management and liquidity.

IMPORTANT DETAILS

Affordable:  Priced at $200 now, it is a fraction of the cost of travel and
attendance fees for other conferences or seminars.   Discounted prices are
available for additional lines going to other locations in your organization
(call 1-800-486-8201 for details).   The price goes up to $200 on July 5.

Fast & Convenient:   No airlines.   No travel.   Listen from the comfort of your
own office or conference room.   Get to the heart of the matter in just 90
minutes.

Easy:  A telephone is all the equipment you need.   Just dial in punch in your
access code, and you’re in.

Ideal for multiple listeners:  For maximum benefit, we suggest that you
invite as many people from your organization as possible to sit around a
speakerphone and ask questions — at no extra cost to you.

Transcript:  As an added bonus you’ll get a full transcript of the conference
by email in the following week.

• Are RTO markets run fairly and do they foster
markets or do they need to be fixed?

• How soon can we expect a credit and clearing house
to be set up?

• Is the choice of congestion path being used to manage
the market?

• What is America’s best chance to get back liquidity?
What has to be done?

• And much, much more.

Building Liquidity Now! -- Time is running out to register

To register, fax the form below to
202-298-8210 or call 1-800-486-8201.

Within 24-hours you’ll get an email with all of the
information you’ll need on the day of the
conference.


